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ABSTRACT
A computer program has been written to aid in the design of
the A. E. M.-1 solar array and to determine the power that
will finally be available from the array. The program will
plot the array output as a function of the satellite's position
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A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DETERMINE GEOMETRIC
PARAMETERS FOR THE A.E.M. SOLAR ARRAYS
INTRODUCTION
A computer program has been written to aid in the design of the A. E. M. -1 solar
array and to determine the power that will finally be available from the array.
The program will plot the array output as a function of the satellite's position in
a given orbit, and will calculate the average output over the orbit. To do this,
the program needs to have only the satellite's paddle pitch angles, rotational
position and orbit.
DESCRIPTION OF THE A.E. M. AND ITS ORBITS
In order to understand the program it is necessary to have a definition of the
satellite and its orbit. This section will define these.
Figure 1 depicts the satellite and an attached coordinate system. The satellite
always orbits such that the -z axis points toward the center of the earth. The
satellite's rotational position, R0, is defined as the angle between the satellite's
velocity vector and the axis of paddle 1.
As shown in Figure 1, all the paddle axes are perpendicular to the z axis. Al-
though it is not shown in the figure, any paddle may be pitched to any angle about
its axis. Zero pitch is defined by the pitch of the paddles in Figure 1. A posi-
tive rotation in pitch is represented by an axial vector pointed away from the
center of the spacecraft.
In general, the A.E. M. satellite can have any orbit, and thus the program must
be able to concern itself with any possibility. However, the A.E. M. -1 orbit is
the specific case under consideration here; therefore, the program will be ap-
plied to this case. The generalization to all cases will be obvious.
The A. E. M. -1 has the following orbital parameters.
Inclination: 970, ascending node
Hour: 2:00 p. m.
= Beta: (The angle between the satellite's orbital. angular momentum
and a line from the earth to the sun) 550 to 670




Figure 1. The A.E. M. Satellite
As far as the solar array is concerned, the only relevant parameter is 0. The
inclination and hour of the orbit do not explicitly affect the solar array output.
As a result, it is convenient to arbitrarily choose all orbits to have an inclina-
tion of 900 , but with the same p as the actual orbit. This results in no change
in the solar array output, but yields an easier programming problem. (The
following cons ieratiOn S ws LhL Ls is Lrue. Any orbit can be made polar by
mathematically rotating the earth's axis in the plane of the terminator so that if
extended it would intersect the satellite's orbit. By assumption this involves no
change in the array output or 0, and gives an orbit with a 900 inclination.)
PROGRAM OUTLINE AND STRATEGY
What the program does is take a given 0 angle, a given set of paddle pitch angles,
a given satellite rotational position, and plot the projected area the solar array
presents to the ~u .vel the given orbiL (as defined by 3), simultaneously com-
puting the average for the orbit. The projected area is given in terms of the
area of a single paddle. This projected area may be multiplied by the output of
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a single paddle in order to compute the array power output. The final plots so
generated by the program are shown in Appendix F.
The program strategy is to orient unit vectors normal to each paddle for any
specified set of conditions, and then to take the absolute value of the projection
of each vector on the sunline and finally to sum these scalars. (This sum is
the projected area of the array for the specified conditions.) Thus the most dif-
ficult problem faced by the program is how to orient the unit vectors properly.
ORIENTATION OF UNIT VECTORS
To describe how the unit vectors are oriented, I shall first describe the scheme
the program uses to rotate vectors and then give the sequence in which the pro-
gram performs rotations.
The program uses Euler's angles to perform all rotations. The specific set
used is defined in Figure 2.
The rotation operator A obtained from these angles is:
cos4 cos4 -cosO sine sini -sin coso -cosO sine cos sin0 sine
A-' = = cos sin +cosO coso sin , -sin sinq +cosO cos cos -sinG cos0
sin0 sini sin0 cos cosO
To be more specific, if one has a three dimensional vector defined by
X1
S= X 2  ,
X 3
then this vector may be rotated first through €,,then 0, then i to obtain a new
vector S'. S' is given by
S' = S.
The specific sequence followed by the program is as follows. A unit vector is
defined along the z axis, shown in Figure 1. This vector is then rotated by the
angle defining the rotational position of the satellite, RO, and is pitched an
amount, P1, equal to the pitch of paddle 1. The resulting vector is stored.
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Figure 2. Euler's Angles
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satellite is rotated by RO. The same procedure is followed for paddles 2 and 3
except that they are rotated by (RO + 1200) and (RO + 2400), respectively and
pitched P2 and P3 respectively. It should be obvious from Figure 2 that the
sequence of rotations described above can be accomplished for any one paddle
by the matrix Awhere RO corresponds to 0, where the paddle pitch angle cor-
responds to 9, and where V = 0.
The three resulting vectors are then rotated -900 about the x axis, by a rede-
fined A where = 00 , 0 = -90' and I = 00. Finally the three vectors are rotated
by yet another 2, where ¢ = 900 -03, 0 = 900 and 0 represents the satellite's or-
bit position. p = O' obviously corresponds to the satellite being over the North
Pole; V = -90' to the equator, and k = -180' to the South Pole.
LINE BY LINE EXPLANATION OF THE PROGRAM
In this section an explanation is given of the program, which is listed in Appen-
dix A. The explanation will be done on a line by line basis. (The program is not
structured so that a flow chart is necessary.) However, before this is done it
should be pointed out that the program is in basic and will run on a Hewlett-
Packard 9830A with a matrix operations R.O. M., a plotter R. O. M., a 9862A
plotter, and a 9866 printer.
Lines 5-100 Input data, scale the plotter, and set the computer for degrees.
Line 110 Computes the number of degrees the satellite is in sunlight.
We are given information, Appendix B, from the dynamics people on j
(time) and shadow duration as a function of time. Thus we can obtain
shadow duration as a function of 0. From this, and the orbit period line
110 calculates the number of degrees out of 3600 the satellite will be in
sunlight or the range.
Lines 120-130 Dimension the matrices used in the program (including
some spares).
Line 140 Sets A = 0, where A will be used as an accumulator in computing
the average array output over an orbit.
Lines 150-160 Define a unit vector in the +z direction.
Lines 170-200 Take the original unit vector, rotate it RO, and pitch it P1.
The subroutine 860-950 define the matrix A derived from Euler's angles.
Lines 210-240 Take the original vector, rotate it RO +1200 and pitch it P2.
5
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Lines 250-280 Take the original vector, rotate it RO +2400 and pitch it P3.
Lines 290-370 Rotate the three vectors (resulting from lines 170-280) -90"
about the x axis. For this rotation, the matrix X, defined earlier in the
report operating on a vector always results in the x component of the vector
remaining unchanged, the original y component going to the new z compo-
nent, and the original z component going to the new -y component.
Lines 380-400 Partially define the matrix operators for the final rotations.
P is the computer's symbol for V = 900 -0B. The three matrix elements are
defined here instead of in lines 420-470 because this keeps them out of the
FOR . . . NEXT loop and thus saves computation time.
Line 410 Initiates a FOR . . . NEXT loop in which the satellite is rotated
through its orbit. The loop starts with the satellite at a + 4 value and ro-
tates it over the North Pole ' = 0, over the equator, V = -900 and over the
South Pole, ' = -180' to the point where the satellite enters darkness.
Lines 420-470 Completes the definition of the matrix operator.
Lines 480-500 Rotate the three vectors that were defined earlier by 4 =
90' -p, 0 = 90 ° , and 4 = satellite's position in orbit, as defined by the
FOR . . . NEXT loop.
Line 510 Computes the absolute value of the projection of each vector onto
the sunline and sums the result. The values C1, C2, and C3 are included
in order to study one paddle at a time, i.e., by setting C1 = C2 = 0 only the
projected area of paddle 3 is computed.
Line 520 Plots the results.
Line 530 Accumulates the results. After the orbit has been completed
A/10i equals the average array output as per line 410.
Line 540 Completes the FOR . .. NEXT loop.
Lines 545-770 Label the resulting graph.
RESULTS OF THE PROGRAM AS APPLIED TO THE A.E.M.-1
We have used the program to find the optimum pitch angles for the A. E. M. -1
solar padduues as follows.
6
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An orbit of 0 = 30' was chosen as representative of all possible A. E. M. -1 or-
bits, ¢ = 230 to 350, and the "C parameters" were chosen as:
C1 = 1
C2 = C3 = ¢.
This insured that only the output of paddle one would appear in the final graph.
Paddle one was then pitched from 00 to 1800 in 100 increments with a graph of
the solar array projected area generated for each increment. The results of
this study, shown in Appendix C show that a pitch of 900 on paddle one gives the
highest possible output for that paddle in a 0 = 300 orbit.
Similar runs were made for paddles two and three, except that constraints from
the experimenter limited the paddle pitch angle ranges to 700 thru 1100 for pad-
dle two, and 450 thru 1350 for paddle three. The results of these studies, in
Appendices D and E, show that paddle two has its optimum pitch angle at +700,
and paddle three has its optimum pitch angle at +1350.
Next, graphs were generated for ¢ = 230, 300, and 350 for the optimized paddle
pitch angles. These graphs, in Appendix F, give the power output of the array
exclusive of shadowing considerations.
The shadowing considerations are taken care of by another computer program
which draws pictures of the satellite in any orbit position. These pictures are
then analyzed for the amount of shadowing on each paddle. For completeness,
this computer program has been included in Appendix G. The pictures generated
by the program for 4 = 350 are in Appendix H. A report soon to be published
will describe this program.
As can be seen for 0 = 350, shadowing considerations reduce the solar array
output by 6. 1 percent. Applying this same percentage to ¢ = 230 and ¢ = 300
yields average projected areas for each orbit of
1. 63 for ¢= 230
1. 66 for 4 = 300
1.68 for 0 = 350
Assuming each solar paddle produces 77W, this results in a minimum array
output of 126W. If high efficiency cells such as the "violet" cell are used in-
stead of conventional cells the output is 151W.
7
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5 DISP "WHAT HRE ARER FACTORS Ci1C2,C";
6 INPUT C1,C2,C3
10 DISP "WHAT IS ROTATION";
20 INPUT RO
30 DEG
40 SCALE +160-3-40-0. 4,3.2
50 DISP "WHAT IS F'P( )P(2), P(3),PHI"
60 INPUT P1,P2,P:3:P
70 DISP "WHAT IS THE DAR";
80 INPUT Z1
90 DISP "WHAT IS SHADOW TIME";
100 INPUT T
110 R=(97.85-T)360/97.85
120 DIM RE3 3 BE3]CE3 D[::3,3], E:3 F[3 G 3 : ]H[3,3 H : : ._3 :3
130 DIM K 3 L :3 ME3 :: 3 03 :: 3 0: 3: P :3:
140 A=O




















360 Mr1 2 3=FE :3




410 FOR S1=-(90-R/.2) TO -(::90+R/2) STEF' -R./100
420 DE:3,1= SINS
430 DE3 2 =COSS1
440 E 3 D ll=-D 3,2*DE2,1::
450 DE1 23I=DE3IDE2,3
460 DE 2,1 3=DE 3, 2 3*DEC i ,:3














580 LABEL (*, .5,1.7,0,18/25)"A.E.M. PARAMETRIC ARRAY STUDY APRIL"Z1;"1974
590 LABEL (*i"GADDY CI=";iC;" C2=";C2;" C:3=";C3
600 LABEL (' )"P(1)=";P1 " P(2)=";P2;" P(3)=";P3;" PHI=";P
610 LABEL '620)"HVG.="iA/101,"RANGE=";R,"SHADOW TIME="iT
615 LABEL *')"ROTATION =";RO
062 FORMAT F6.3 2-TF 5.02X F6.





680 PLOT 40 -0.3,1
690 LABEL (*)"PST. IN DEGREES"






750 PLOT -120 0.5,1
760 LABEL i ,1.5 1.7,'90: 18-:.25)"HORMALIZED PADDLE AREA"
770 PLOT 330,3.2,1
780 END
860 AC 1 1 =COSA1 I
70 A[1,2=-COSA2*S I NA 1
880 AE1,33=SINA2*SINA1
890 AE2,11=SINA1
9-00 AC 2 =COSA2*COSA1
910 A 2,33=-SINA2*COSA1
'920 AC3,13=0
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APPENDIX C
3 R.E.M. PRRRHETRIC RRRRY STUDY RPRIL I 1974
RDDY Cl- I C2 8 C3- 8
P(I).= P(2)= 8 P(3)- B PHI- 38





B 40 B -42 -BB -120 -10i -288 -2q8
PSI IN ERREES
3 R.E.M. PRIRMETRIC ARRAY STUDY RPRIL I 1979
SRDDY CI- I C2- 8 C3- 8
PI )i 1I P(2) 8i P(3)- 8 PHI- 38





B9 43 a -43 -93 -128 -Ii5 -203 -248
PSI IN DEEREES
C-1
3 R.E.N. PHRRMETRIC FIRRRY STIY RPRIL I i179T SDY CI- I C? 0 C3- V
P(1) 28 P(2)-= P(3)- B PHI= 38




Es 40 0 -B -BE -128 -ISO -28 -294
PSI IN DEREES
3 R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRY STUDY MRRCH 3 1979
SRDDY Cl- I . CZ C3- I
P(I)= 38 PC2)- B P(3)= B PHI- 38









3.. R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 38 1974
BRDDY CI" I C2- C3- 0
P( I )- PC2)_ 1 P(3)= I PHI= 38
RV5.- . l.6 RRNSE- 22B 5HRDD TIME- 35.38
ROTRTIDN =-90
I.1
an L0 a -B -iBB -131 -EE -23 -248
PSI1 IN DESREES
3.. R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 38 1974
6RDDY C- I C2- i C3- I
PCI)= S8 P(Z)= l P(3)= 8 PHI- 30






90 Lf3 3 -'B -98 -131 -153 -3-3 -2'1
PSI IN DESREE5
C-3
3.. R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 38 1974
BRDDY CI- I CZ= 0 C3= 0
P(I)= ES P(2)= B P(3)= 0 PHI= 38
RVE.= B.B4 RRNEE- 22 5SHRDON TIME= 36.8B
RDTRTIDON =-98
I
EM 41 8 -'4 -B -12 -lIr -239 -749
PSI IN DESREES
3 R.E.I. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 31 1974
BRDDY CI= I C2 B8 C3- 8
P(I)= 70 P(2)= 0 P(3)= 0 PHI= 32
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3 A.E.M. PRRRHETRIC RRAY STUDY MnRRCH 30 1974
BRDDY Cl= I C2- C3- 8
P( I) B P(2)= B P(3)= B PHI= 38








Be 40 a -40 -B -12 -158 -28 -LI
PSI IN DEBREES
3.. R.E.M. PARRRMETRIC RRRY STUDY HRRCH 33 1974
IRDDY Cl= I Cz- 8 C3, 8
P( I ) 9 P( 2) 8 PC3)- 8 PHI- 38




3 R.E.M. PFRRM1ETRIC RRRRY STUDY HIRRCH 3! 1"7LT P I)=10 P2)=a P() 0 HI 3
RVS. 0.63 RRGE- 29 SRDOWTIKE- A
ROTHTION --90
PS INDERE
3. ~ R.E.M. PRRRHETRIC RRRRY STUDY nRRCH 31 1974
* RDDY Cl- I CR- I C3- 0
PCI)- 110 P(2)- I P(3)= I PHI- 30




3. R.E.M. PRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 38 1974
BRDDY C" I C2- B C3- I
P( I) I2 P(2)= 8 P(3)= B PHI= 3B




I I -- +-----+-I---4---4--------4---- -I---- I t I I -4.-
HBE LI a -EI -B0 -12i -16B -210 -298
PEI IN DESREES
3.. R.E.H. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY HRRCH 30 1979
RDDY CI- I C2 a C3- B
PCI)- 130 P(2)- B P(3),- PHI= 38






3.. R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 33 1979
SRDDY Cl- I C2- B C3- B
P(l)= 19 P(2)-=  P(3)-= PHI- 38






BB 4E a -40 -0 -121 -150 -200 -29
PSI IN DESREES
3 R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 30 1979
BRDDY CI= I C2= a C3=
P(I)= Isl P(2)= a P(3)= B PHI= 30




B 9 o 0 -4B -9s -128 -IB -280 -29B
PEI IN DESREES
C-8
3 T R.E.M. PRRRNETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 38 1974
BRDDY CI- I C2= a C3-=
PC I) = 168 P(3)= 8 P(3)- 8 PH I= 38
RVE.= 0.498 RRNSE= 228 5HRDOD TIME= 315.0
RDTHTION -90
so 41 8 -L1B -6u -128 -[so -28 -248
PSI IN DEIREEE
,j
3T R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRHY STUDY MROCH 30 1974
i BRDDY Cl" I C2- f C3- 0
P1)- 170 3(2)- 0 P(3) a 0 PHI- 30
i 1 H SA Y -HE I 6E -I - IB -. -





Be 40 a -40 -B0 -121 -15 -la -Z98
PSI IN DESREES
C-9
3 R.E.M. PHRRMETRIC HRRRY STUDY HIRRCH 38 1974
BRDDY CI- I C2-= C3=-
P()- I1B P(2)-= P(3)= 0 PHI= 38
RVS.= 8.E9 RRNSE= 229 SHRDDLI TIME= 3S.0
RDTRT ION =-90
I.




3' R.E.M. PFRRMIETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 35 1974
SRDDY CI= 0 CZ= I 4C3- 0
IP(I)= 0 P(2)= 70 PC3)= 0 PH I 30
fIVL.= O.EKI RRNSE= 2 SF4RD1W TIME- 35.00I ROTIFIT ION -90
-j
w
93 L L -0-z 15 ~l -I
PS NDERE
u4EH FRMTI RRYSUY MRHl0 17
4.
Lw
Im 4 4 -o -2 16 20 -4
PS NDERE
3 ... PRaTI RR TD RC 0 17
T RD C-0 C- 3
so LU 0 -40 -50 -120 -150 -200 -2410
PSI I1N DEREES
D-1
3.,. R.E.. PFRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 31 1974
ERDDY CI-= Ca= I C3-=
P(C)= 0 P(2)- 98 P(3)= 0 PHI= 30








B H40E -'48 -BE -128 -I SO -281 -24l
PSI IN DESREE5
D-2D-2
3 R.E.M. PHRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY IRRCH 3B 197~4TRD ci- 0 C2. C3- 1







3 .E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 32 197
6RDDY C= C= C= I
P( I)= 0 P(t)= 0 P(3)= 4s PHI= 33





ja t a -2 -B8 -L20 -ISO -200 -240
PSI IN DE5REES
3 R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRHY STUDY MRRCH 38 1974
T RDY Cl- 08 C2- C3- I
P( I) = a P(2)= a p(3)= KS PHI= 30







3 R.E.M. PRRN ETRIC RRRRY STUDY NHMRCH 3 1974IT ERDDY C= a CI l C3= 1
P I )= 8 P(2)= 0 P(3) = E PHI= 38







ll He i -4I -B -12I -ZEB -_ M
PSI IN DEREEr5
3 R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY MRRCH 3H 1971T sRDDY CI-= C2-= C. I
PC I)= B P(2)= 0 P(3)= 7E PHI= 3Z








BM E 8 -4B -53 -IRE -150 -230 -2I
P51 IN DE SIEE
E-2
3.E.H. PRRRMETRIC HRRRHY STUDY NPR L I 1974
ERDDY Cl= 0 C2- I C3- I
P(I)- 0 P(2) B P(3)- B PH I = 38








3 R.E.M. PRRRNETRIC RRRFY STUDY RPRIL 2 197
BRDDY Cl= , C2= B (3= 1
P(1I)" P(2), B P(3)= 9 PHI" 38






RI 4B I -41 -BI -120 -ISO -200 -28
PS1 IN DEBREE5
E-3
3 R..M. R~fMETRC RRRY TUDYRPRL 2 "7'
ERDD CI-I C= I 3=
3.. R.E.M. PHRRMETRIC RFRRY STUDY FPRIL 2 197
ERDDY Cl - C2- a C3- I
P( I)= P(2)- B P(3]) 18E PHI- 3a
ffVE.- B.5E2 RRNSE- 22B 5HRDON TImE- 35.1
RDTT ION --9B
2.
I I I I I I I I I I
B 41 a -41 - - -12 -15 -201 -2'I
PSI IN DEEREE5
3 R..E.N. PRRRNETRIC RRRRY 5TUDY RPRIL 2 1974
ERDDY CI= 0 C2= 0 C3= I
P(l ) a P(2)-=  P(3)- IE PHI- 30





B 4E B -4B -B -12 I 8 0 I b -2 -240
PSI IN DERLE5
E-4
3.- R.E.M. PRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY RPRIL 2 1974
5RiDDY CI-= C2, a C3- I
P(I)- a P(2) 8 P(3)- 125 PHI- 30






e8 ' a -40 -B5 -12~ -IBB -200 -28
PSI IN DEBREE5
3. R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY RPRIL 2 1974
SRDDY C= a C2= 0 C3
= I
P(l)= 1 P(2)= I P(3)= 135 PHI- 38










3 H.E.N. PFIRRMETRIC RRRRY 5TUDY RPRIL I1974
BRDDY Cl= I C2- I C3- I
P(I) 9o P(2)- 78 P(3), 135 PHI- 3S




OfmTO LIE PRITh WnPJTR IN(UDHi 90I0IM.
DMIT INETRID Vl 1OI P9 I H. V-il.l
o e B0 -L -58 -123 -IB -2a -z3
PSI IN DEEREE5
3. R.E.M. PRRRMETRIC RRRRY STUDY RPRIL 2 1979
ERDDY CI- I C2= i C3- I
P(I)- 90 P(?) - 78 P(3)- 135 PHI- 23





I , I , . • ,
B 40 0 -4I -a -12 -123 8 -288 -29
PSI IN DEEREES
F-1
3.. R.E.. PHRRMETRIC FRRRY STUDY RPRIL 2 1979
EBDDY Ci I C2, I C3- I
PC I )= 9 P(2)- 78 P(3)- 135 PHI- 38











30 SCALE -S*3.5Si3.5i,-S+5, S5
40 DIM RE3:3 ], E3,C : D3, 3] E 3 F 3 IGE31
50 DISP "EtTER PF ( :P(2 i:P' (3 :: PHI PSI"I
60 INPUT F' 1] 3F'E2 s P: 3 S], P 1i
70 W=O




120 DE 2, 2=-SINSI*SINP1




170 FOR PF=R TO (240+R STEP 120




220 ,AR 2, 1 ]=SINF
238 AE 2,2]=COSTCI:OSF'
240 RE 2,3 ]=- INTCOSF'SP
250 :-:3, 1 ]=0
260 AE3,2]=SINT
270 E3 :3]=CCOST
280 FOR J=0 TO 2
290 FOR I=1 TO 7
300 1MAT READ B
310 BE 1 ]=El 1 1+J*:5. 79
320 MAT C=AEB
330 GEi 13=1C 1]
340 GE 2 3=+C[ ]
350 GE:3 =-C: 2
360 MAT E=D*G
370 PLOT EE2 ]. E:3-2
380 IF .J#2 THEN 580
390 IF I=3 THEN 4:30
400 IF I=4 THEN 460





























690 LABEL (*)"TOTAL =";W
700 STANDARD
710 LABEL (*)"P(1)=";P 1I;" P(2)=";P21];" P(:3)=";PE33
720 LABEL (*)"PHI=";P1;" PSI=";iS;" R=";R
730 DATA 15.01 0,0,17.05,0,0,17.05,-7.7,0,50.12,-7.7,0,50.12,7.790
740 DATA 17.05,7.7,0,17.05,0,0
750 RESTORE 1000
760 FOR P=R TO (300+R) STEP 60
770 GOSUB 1320
780 FOR I=1 TO 5
790 IF S1<-180 OR S1>0 THEN 840
800 IF 1#4 THEN 820
810 IF EE1]<X THEN 960
828 IF 1i5 THEN 840
830 IF EE1]<X THEN 950




880 GE 3 =-CE 2
890 MAT E=D*G














1820 FOR P=O TO 350 STEP 10
1030 GOSUB 1320
1040 FOR I=1 TO 4
1050 IF 1#3 THEN 1070
1060 IF E[E1<0 THEN 1160











1180 DATA 12.125 -1.. 057,2.:-3,12.125,1.057,2.3:-3,12.125!51.057,-2.945
1190 DATA 12.1 25-1 .57-2.945
1200 PEN
1210 IF 1$1 -1l AHID 1i<0 THEN 1:00
1220 RESTORE 1280
1230 FOR I=1 Ti 7
1240 MAT READ 8
1250 MAT E=DB
1260 PLOT E[2 E[:]3 -2
1270 NEXT I
1280 DATA 11.2,-42.32,-5.5,-12.6E-42.:2,-5.5,-12.6,-42.32,9.s-0.9,-42.32
1290 DATA -0.9,-42.32,6.6,11.2,-42.32,6.6 ,11. 2,-42.32,-5.5
1300 PLOT S*:3.5,S5, 1
1310 END
1328 A1 ,1 =AE2,2 3=CO SP
1330 A 1,2 =-SINP










TOTRL = I .EE
P( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3 P51I= 30 R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.56 - (11/12) (.189) = 1.39
0.1597 2
0.74 2
r 0.I E 3
TOTRL = 1.60
P( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3E P51= 2E R=-90







P(I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 1 3
PHI= Ti PSI= 20 R=-E0




P(I )= 90 P( 2 )= 70 FP(3)= 135
PHI= 3E P51= 15 R=-90





TUTFIL = I .EH
P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 35 P5I= 10 R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.64 - 0.035 = 1.61
0.816
TOTFIL = I .E
P(I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3E PSI= E R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.65 - 0.012 = 1.64
H-3
,k9 <
0.819 WB E0.E2i09 2
TROTAL = 1.73
P(1)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 3E
PHI= 3E PSI= 0 R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.73 - 0.062 = 1.67
).816 - .7E2
TOTRL = I .B
P( I )= Ea90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3E PSI=-E R=-90





PF( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E P5I=-10 R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.87 - (5/12) (.167) = 1.80
0. 22 I 3
0.911
TOTRL = 1.92
P( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3E PSI=-IE R=-90





TOTRL = I .97
P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E PSI=-20 R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.97 - (2/12) (.277) = 1.92
It .i -i- 11 -?
TOTRL = 2.0 E
( I )= 90 P(2 )= 70 P(3)= 13E
PH! = q- ! =-,a 1=-




P( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3E PSI=-30 R=-90




P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E PsI=-3E R=-90






P( I )= e P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3E PSI=-Ho R=-90




P(i)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
FHi= 3E P5i=-Li R=-B9







P( I)= 91 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3S P5I=-Eo R=-90





P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E P51=-EE R=-90





P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 35 P5I=-E0 R=-90




P()= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
FHi= 35 PSi=-155 R=-90






P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E P5I=-70 R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.94 - (1/12) (.796) = 1.87
0. B3 3
0.837 2
TOTRL = I .BB
P( I)= 90 P2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 35 P51=-7K R=-90





P( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 35 P5I=-0 R=-90




P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P-)= !3"
PHI= 35 P5I=-BE R=-90




T-TRL = I .EB
P( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E




P I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E P91=-9E R=-90






P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E P51=-100 R=-90





P( I )A JI I', ": PC 1- 1, .
PHI= 3E PS-I=-I E R=-90






P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 35 PSI=-I10 R=-90




TOTRL = I .9
P I)= E90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E P51=-II R=-i9







P( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3E PFI=-120 R=-90




P( I )= 0 P(?)= 7W P( )= !3t
PHI= 3E PSI=-12& R=-30




P( I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3E PI=-130 R=-E9l




TOTRL = I .EI
P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3E P51=-135 R=-90






P( I )= 90 P(2 )= 70 P(3)= ( 35E
PHI= 3E P1I=-IH R=-50




TDTRL = 1 .E0
P( 1 )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHi= JE P5I=-IHE R=-90





P( I )= So P(;2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E P51=-Io0 R=-90




P(1)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 3E P5I=-E:E R=-BO






P(1)= 90 P( 2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E P1I=-150 R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.79 - (3/12) (.201) = 1.74
,.11 0.781 3
1781
0. 1 6B 2
TDTRL = 1.7H
P( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PI= n, P5 i =-i BE R=- El





P( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PHI= 35 P5I=-170 R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.68 - (6/12) (.136) = 1.61
0.816
TUTRL = 1.E51
P( )= 90l P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13E
PH I= 35 P5 1=-17! R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.61 - 0.108 = 1.50
H-21
(T~l<
T 7 M m E H 3
TOTRL = I.EH
P( I )= So P(2)= 70 P(3)= 13S
PHI= 3E P51=-80 R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.54 - 0.082 = 1.46
TETRL = 1. H5
P( 1 )= 90 P(2)= 70 P( 3)= 1 r3
Hi= E P5i=-lE=-





P( I )= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3 P51=-190 R=-9E




P(I)= 90 P(2)= 70 P(3)= 135
PHI= 3E PI=-IBE R=-90
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.29 - (9/12) (.023) = 1.24
H-23
D.77O
TOTRL = 1 .20
P( 1 )= 90 P(2)= 70 p( : )F
PH 1= 35 PB 1=-200 R - l
TOTAL AFTER SHADOWING IS 1.20 - (8/12) (.009) - 1 9
p-----i -
TOTRI = 1 I
P( I )= 0 P, 2)=2 70 P( D -l
PHI1= 3S PE=-2 5Y=-9
11-24
